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LOCALLY FLAT IMBEDDINGS OF
TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS IN CODIMENSION THREE

BY

GLENN P. WELLERO)

Abstract. This paper presents an imbedding theorem for one topological mani-

fold M" in another topological manifold Q", provided that the codimension (q — n)

is at least three. The result holds even if the manifolds are of the recently discovered

non-piecewise-linear type. Denote the boundaries of M and Q by M and Q respec-

tively. Suppose that M is 2n—q connected and Q is 2n — q + \ connected. It is then

proved that any map /: (M, M) —> (ß, Q) such that f\M is a locally flat imbedding

is homotopic relative to M to a proper locally flat imbedding g: M —> Q. It is also

shown that if Mis closed and 2n—q + \ connected and Q is 2«—q + 2 connected, then

any two homotopic locally flat imbeddings are locally flatly concordant.

Introduction. The category of topological manifolds has recently been shown

to include manifolds possessing no piecewise linear (P.L.) structure [8]. These

non-P.L. manifolds must be investigated in their own right. One approach to the

study of topological manifolds is to obtain results analogous to those already

known for differentiable and P.L. manifolds.

In the study of imbeddings of manifolds, one of the principal results in the P.L.

category is the following:

Irwin's Imbedding Theorem [7]. If n¿¡q-3, Mn is a compact, 2n-q con-

nected P.L. manifold, Qf is a 2n—q+\ connected P.L. manifold and f: (M,M~)->

(ß> Q) is a map such thatf\tiiisaP.L. imbedding, thenf~gre\ M~ whereg: M-> Q

is a proper P.L. imbedding.

This theorem is related to theorems of Haefliger [4] in the differentiable category,

although he usually has the dimension requirement that 2q^3(n+l). This paper

presents a proof of the analog of Irwin's theorem for topological manifolds.

The map g: M—> Q is proved to be a locally flat imbedding. A special case of

this theorem was proved by Jack Lees [10] when M~= 0 and Q is euclidean space.

The proof of Irwin's theorem uses the technique of engulfing. Two engulfing

theorems for topological manifolds have recently been proved by Newman [13]

and Lees [9] and are used extensively here. Furthermore, Miller's P.L. approxima-

tion theorem [11] is crucial to this paper.
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Since topological manifolds have P.L. structures locally, P.L. techniques are

applied in coordinate neighborhoods. The proof of Theorem 1 then follows

by induclion on the number of coordinate neighborhoods needed to cover the

manifold M, with special consideration needed for the last such neigh-

borhood.

1. Some preliminary definitions and lemmas. Let En denote n dimensional

euclidean space and let Hn denote the half-space of all points whose last coordinate

is nonnegative. An n dimensional topological manifold is a separable Hausdorff

space M" in which every point has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to En

or Hn. If U is an open set in M and Y is a homeomorphism of En or Hn onto U,

the pair (U, Y) is called a coordinate neighborhood. The symbol |Y| will often

be used to denote the image of Y when the set U is suppressed. In this case it is

understood that Y is the relevant homeomorphism.

Let |Y| be a coordinate neighborhood where the domain of Y is Hn. The euclid-

ean space En~x is viewed as a subset of Hn in the obvious fashion and the points

in x¥En~1 are called boundary points of M. The set of all boundary points of M

is an n— 1 manifold called the boundary of M and denoted til. Of course, til may

be empty, but every manifold will be allowed to have a boundary unless the

contrary is indicated. The interior of M is M—til and is denoted til.

Let a>0. The cube {x | |x¡|^a} in En is denoted C(a). If Y: £"-> |Y| is a

coordinate neighborhood, the symbol |Y|a will denote YC(ce). Note that |Y| is

open while |Y|a is closed. In the case that Y: Hn -> |Y|, the symbol |Y|„ will

denote Y[C(«) n Hn].

Any topological manifold M can be imbedded as a closed subset of a sufficiently

high dimensional euclidean space [12] and hence has a metric, which will usually

be denoted d.

Various standard symbols will be used throughout this paper. For instance, A

will denote the closure of the subspace A in a given space, and " ~" will mean "is

homotopic to", and "~" will mean "is isomorphic to".

If Q is a manifold with boundary, Q has a boundary collar [1]. That is, there is

an open set ¿7 in Q, Q^U, and there is a homeomorphism Y: l/-> Q x [0, 1] such

that if x e @, Yx = (x, 0). Of course, [0, 1] may be replaced by any closed interval.

The next complicated lemma provides rather nice boundary collars and will be

useful in homotoping maps which are imbeddings on the boundary to maps which

are imbeddings near the boundary. In the lemma M+ denotes the manifold ob-

tained from the disjoint union of Mx 1 and M" xl by gluing along the common

subspace tilx 1. If M is P.L., so is M+.

Lemma 1. There is a homotopy F: Mxl^ M+ so that

(1) F0: M-* M+ is a homeomorphism onto with F0x = (x, 0)for xeÑ.

(2) Ft: M-> M+ is a homeomorphism into:

(3) Ftx = (x, t) for x e M.
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(4) Ex(x) = (x, 1) for all xeM.

(5) // V=F0-1(JUx [0, 1]), then F0\ V: V^ A/x [0, 1] is a boundary collar.

There is also a homotopy G : M+ x / -> M such that

OO G0=Fr\
(20 Gt(x, ¿) = x if x e M", ¿^ t,

(30 Gi(x, l) = x/or all x e M,

(40 Gj(x, i) = xfor all xeÑ.

Furthermore, the boundary collar V can be prescribed in advance. If M and V

are P.L., then FQ and G0 can be chosen to be P.L.

Proof. Take a boundary collar UJL> Kfx [1, 3] where ßx = (x, 1) if x e M~. If

V is given in advance, find a larger collar U as above with V=ß~\M~x [1, 2]). If

V is a P.L. collar, U can be made a P.L. collar [6].

For each O^i^l define ht: [1, 3] -> [t, 3] to be the P.L. homeomorphism

defined by setting ht( 3) = 3, ht(2)=l +t, ht(2 —1)=\, ht{\) = t and extending linearly.

This defines

h: [1, 3]x/->[0, 3].

Similarly define kt: [0, 3] -> [1, 3] to be the P.L. map obtained by setting

kt(3) = 3, kt(l) = 2-t, kt(t)=l, kt(0)=l and extending linearly. This defines

k:[0, 3] x 7^-[1,3]. Define

F:MxI^M+,       G:M+x7->M

by

F(x, t) = (x, 1), x $ U,

= (ß-\lxht)ßx,l), xeß-\M-x[2-t,3]),

= (lxht)ßx, xeß-\Klx[\,2-t]y,

G(x,s,t) = x, x$U, ¿=1,

= ß~\\xk^ßx, xeÜ, ¿=1,

= J8"1(x,A:t(¿)), xeKt, s^t,

= x, x e A7, ¿ á í.

It is routine that all the desired properties hold. Furthermore, if Ht=G0Ft, the

proof yields the following:

Lemma 2. There is an isotopy Ht of M into itself such that

(1) HQ=lM.

(2) /M/cjfr.
(3) For ¿owe neighborhood U of tit, Ht\M— U=\.

At this point some preliminary steps toward proving the main result of this paper

can be made. But first some definitions must be given.
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Definition 1. Let Mn and Q" be topological manifolds and/: M-> ß be a

map./is said to be proper ifftil<^ Q and ftil^ Ö-/'s sa*d to be strictly proper iff

is proper and there are boundary collars <p: ̂ f x [0, 1] -» U and Y: Q x [0, 1] —> V

such that the following diagram commutes:

U-
f\U -» V

Y

Mx[0,^->ßx[0, 1)

/is said to be locally flat ifftil^ (5 and for each x e M there exist neighborhoods

(U, V) of CA, x) in (ß, M) such that/is 1-1 on V and the pair (C/,/K) is homeo-

morphic to (£", En) if x e M\/x e ß; to (//", Hn) if jc e M",/c s ß; or to (E\ Hn)

if x e tit, fx s Q.

The concept of local flatness is related to certain concepts in the differentiable

and P.L. categories. If M and ß are differentiable manifolds and/is a differentiable

immersion, then/is locally flat by the Implicit Function Theorem [12]. If M and

ß are P.L. manifolds and / is a proper P.L. imbedding, then / is called locally

unknotted if for every point xe M there are closed neighborhoods ({/, V) of

(fx,x) in (ß, M) and a P.L. homeomorphism h:{U,fV)-^{Bq, Bn), where

(Bg, B") is the standard ball-pair. In [16], Zeeman proved that if q — n^3, then/is

locally unknotted. Hence, the following lemma is clear.

Lemma 3. If fis a P.L. imbedding ofC{\), the cube in En, into E" where q — n^3,

thenf\C{\) is a locally flat imbedding.

Another useful fact about locally flat maps is stated in the following lemma. In

this paper a simplex is always a closed simplex.

Lemma 4. Let T be a triangulation o/C(l)<=Fn with K a subcomplex of T. Let

Mn and Q" be topological manifolds andf: M -> ß a proper map such that for some

open subset O oftil,f\0 is a locally flat imbedding. Then for any coordinate homeo-

morphism Y: £"-> |Y|c,M such that *¥KcO, /YlA- is an imbedding which is

locally flat on every simplex of K.

Proof. Let A! be a simplex in K and x e A. By hypothesis there are open neigh-

borhoods (W, V) of (/Yx, Yx) in (ß, O) and a homeomorphism

k:(W,fV) -*(£«,£»).
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Suppose first that x e A. Then there are open neighborhoods (V, U) of x in (En, A)

with £/<= V, YK<= V'co and a homeomorphism h: (V, U) -» (En, El). Then

h~lx\
(E",En,El) = (EnxEq-n,En,El)->(VxE"-n, V, U)

(kfW) x 1   (Á/TVx E*-n, kf*¥V, kf¥U).

Since V is open in En and kfY: En -> En is a homeomorphism, kf*¥Vis open in

Pn by the Theorem on Invariance of Domain. Hence kfYVxE"~n is open in E"

and rV' = k~1(kfy¥VxE('~n) is open in g\ Thus, there are homeomorphisms

(E",El)^(kfx¥VxE"-n,kfx¥U)1ZU(W',fx¥U).

If xeÁ, then hU can be chosen to be 77' and {Eq, Hl) is homeomorphic to

(JV',f¥U) as before. In either case,/T|A is locally flat.

The following two lemmas establish the initial setup for the inductive argument

which appears in §3.

Lemma 5. Let f: (M, Ñ) —> (Q, Q) be a map such that f\M~ is a locally flat im-

bedding into Q. Then there is a map g: M -> Q such that

(1) with respect to open boundary collars U and V in M and Q respectively, g is

strictly proper,

(2) g\U is a locally flat imbedding,

(3) g~ rel til.

Furthermore, U may be prescribed in advance provided U is a closed boundary

collar in M.

Proof. Use Lemma 1 twice to obtain U and Pfor M and V and G for Q with the

properties listed in Lemma 1. Of course, U can be prescribed in advance. Set

g^Goifx 1)F0. Schematically

F0            fx 1              G0
M->M+-► Q+-> Q.

Then g~Gx(fx l)F0~G1(fx l)Fi=/and all homotopies are relative to til.

The remainder of the proof will demonstrate that g is strictly proper and that

g\U is a locally flat imbedding. Clearly g\U is an imbedding. Let gx=y where

xeU. Let F0x = (x', t), x'e til, 0£f;£l, fx'=y'. Then y=gx = G0(fxl)F0x

= G0(y', t). Since/|til is locally flat, there are neighborhoods V and V of x' and

y' in til and ß respectively and homeomorphisms h, k such that the following

diagram commutes, where i is the standard inclusion:

f\U'r/'.-———> v
A A

h k

E"-1       l     >£«-!
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Then the following diagram commutes:

g\Uu- -* V

Go

/xl
Mx [0,1]->ßx[0,l]

C/'x[0, 1]
/xl

f V'x[0, 1]

Axl

/xl

kxl

E»-lx[0,1]-►   F^xfO, 1]

Since /xl is obviously locally flat, so is g\U.

a
Lemma 6. Fe? n^q and let M" and Q" be topological manifolds with til= 0.

Let f: M ^ Q be a map and x0 e M. Then there is a map g: M -> g a«í/ öh open

neighborhood U of x0 such that g ~f and g \ U is a locally flat imbedding.

Proof. By Lemma 2, after a preliminary homotopy off, it can be assumed that

/Meg. Let £>0 be chosen so that any e-approximation to/is homotopic to/.

Let |tp| be a coordinate neighborhood in g at/x0 of diameter <e. Let |Y| be a

coordinate neighborhood at x0 such that/|Y|c ¡<p|.

Let /: En -> E" be the standard inclusion. Let p., v be a partition of unity on£*

subordinate to the open cover ¿(2), Fn-C(l). Let c7=|1Y*|1. Define F: En-* EQ

by F(jf) = /*(x)/(x) + i<*)9'"1/*'W- Then F|C(1) = /|C(1) and F|F"-C(2) = 9)-1/Y.

Define g: M -»■ ß by

g(x) = fFY-'ix),       xe|Y|,

= /(x), x^|Y|.

Then g \ U is a locally flat imbedding, </(/ g) < e, and /~g.

General Assumption. Throughout the remainder of this paper all manifolds

will be assumed to be connected unless otherwise stated.

2. The main geometrical tools. This section contains the main geometrical

tools used to prove the principal result of this paper. Particular attention is given

to engulfing theorems of Newman and Lees as well as to the approximation

theorem of Miller. Specific applications of these important principles are then

obtained. All of these tools are essential to the remaining sections of the paper.

Definition 2. A subset X of a topological manifold M" is called locally tame

of dimension p if there is a covering of X by open neighborhoods |t»|j, such that

Yf^AT» lYjli) is a polyhedral set in En of dimension p.
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Newman's Engulfing Theorem [13]. Let V be an open set in a topological

manifold Mn. Suppose that either of the following conditions holds:

(1) M isp-connected, Visp—l connected.

(2) The pair (M, V) is p-connected.

Then every locally tame closed set X of dimension p^n — 3 such that X—Vis compact

can be engulfed by V. That is, there is a homeomorphism h: M ->■ M isotopic to the

identity and fixed outside a compact set such that X<= h V.

Lees' Engulfing Theorem [9]. Let M" be a 2n-q + 2 connected topological

manifold without boundary, let L be an n-complex, q — n~^3 and let f: L-^ M be an

imbedding, locally flat on every simplex ofL.

Then iffL is inessential in M,fL is contained in a coordinate neighborhood.

Outline of Lees' proof. Let K be a triangulation of the cone on L in which L

is a subcomplex. Since fL is inessential in M, /extends to a map/: K-^ M. Let

K=Kr\Kr_1s\- ■ ■s\K0 = pt. represent the collapse of the cone where K is

chosen so that if K^K^^ u axAu aiii<=A'I_1, then /Mtc |Y¿| for l^i^r. It is

important to note that the coordinate neighborhoods |Yj| are indexed as shown

but otherwise arbitrarily chosen.

Maps/: K^> M are then inductively constructed such that

(1) f=fon L,
(2)/aJv4Jc:|Ti|, lgy'âr,

(3) fKi is contained in a coordinate neighborhood.

Then g=fr is defined. In particular, gKc |*F| for some coordinate neighborhood.

Hence, gL=/Lc |T|.

Proposition \. If nSq — 2, Dn is a P.L. n-disk, Q" is a 2n— q connected topo-

logical manifold without boundary andf: D —*- ß is a map such thatf\ D is an imbed-

ding which is locally flat on every simplex of some triangulation L of D, then

f~g rel D where gD is contained in a coordinate neighborhood on Q.

Proof. Note that dim F = «-1, ß is 2(«-l)-t7-|-2 connected and ?-(n-l)S3.

Extend the triangulation F to a triangulation K of D as the cone on L. Now there

is an e>0 so that any «-approximation to/which agrees with/on F is homotopic

to / relative to L.

The proof of Lees' Engulfing Theorem is now repeated, following the outline

above. Care is taken that K is triangulated finely enough and the coordinate

neighborhoods |Y¡| are chosen to have diameter <e. Lees' proof produces

g: K^ M such that

(1) g\L=f\L,
(2) gMic|Yf|,/Mic|'F1|, 1^/^r,

(3) gD=gK<^ |Y| for some coordinate neighborhood |Y| on Q.

From (2) d(f g)<e follows. From (1) and the choice of e, f~g rel D.
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Proposition 2. Ifn^q — 2, Mn is a topological manifold, Q" is a2n — q connected

topological manifold andf: (M, til) -> (Q, Q) is a proper map such that, for some

coordinate neighborhood \W\ in til and some 0<p' < l,f\M— {^{p' is a locally flat

imbedding, then for any 1 > p > p there is a proper map g: M ^ Q such that

(1) g=foff\t\p,
(2) g|T|pc |(p| for some coordinate neighborhood \<p\ on Q,

(3)f~greltit.

Proof. Triangulate C(l) with the subcomplex L triangulating C(p). Then

TLcM— |*F|p', an open set on which/is a locally flat imbedding. By Lemma 4,

PV\L is locally flat on every simplex. By Proposition 1,/vF|C(p)-~a rel C(p) via

a homotopy 77: C(p) xl ^ Q where aC(p)<= |<p| for some coordinate neighborhood

|tp| on ô\ which is also 2n—q connected. Define G: Mx/-> Q by

G(x, 0 = HÇV^x, t),       x e \W\p,

= /(x), xt[¥\p.

G is well defined since if x e |t|P, HQV-^x, t)=fx¥(Y-1x)=fx. So G is a homotopy

from/to a map G1=g which clearly satisfies (1) and (3). Finally g \¥\p = ax¥~1\*¥\p

= aC{p)c\9\.

The next tools to be discussed here are the general position theorems.

First General Position Theorem [6]. Let X0<=Xn and Yk be polyhedra and

Q" a P.L. manifold with Y a subcomplex of Q. Let f: X'•-»■ Q" be a P.L. imbedding

such that f(X— X0)cQ. Then there is an arbitrarily small ambient P.L. isotopy

sending f into g and keeping Q u fX0 fixed, such that g\X— X0 is in general position

with respect to Y. That is,

dimg(X-Xo) n Y ^ n + k-q.

Second General Position Theorem [6]. Let I0cJ" be polyhedra and Q" a

P.L. manifold. Let f: X'-> Q be a map such that f\X0 is a P.L. imbedding. Suppose

2q>3(n+\). Thenf~g via an arbitrarily small homotopy keeping X0 fixed such that

g is P.L. and in general position. That is, dim S2(g)^2n — q and S3(g)= 0 where

Sr(g) denotes the closure of{x e X \ g~1gx contains at least r points).

The final tools of this section are concerned with approximating maps by P.L.

maps.

Theorem of Miller [11]. Suppose q^5, q^n + 3, Mn is a compact P.L.

manifold, tiln is a compact P.L. submanifold of M, and Qq is a P.L. manifold. Let

g: M -> @ be a locally flat imbedding such that g \tif is P.L. Let N be a neighborhood

ofg(M-til) in Q. Then for e>0, there is an ambient e-isotopy Ht of Q that is fixed

outside N such that Hxg is a P.L. imbedding.

Proposition 3. Suppose q^5, q^n + 3, M" and Q" are P.L. manifolds, and C

is a compact subset of M. Suppose g: M -> (¿ is a map such that S3(g)= 0, S2(g)

is compact, g is P.L. near S2(g), and g\M'— S2(g) is a locally flat imbedding. Then
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for any e>0 there is an e-homeomorphism h: g -> g, fixed on S2(g) and outside a

compact set, such that hg is P.L. near C.

Proof. Let iV- be a regular neighborhood of S2(g) near which g is P.L. Let N2

be a regular neighborhood of TV», on which g is P.L. Let N3 be a regular neighbor-

hood of N2 u C. Then apply Miller's Theorem to M1 = N3 — N1 and til1 = N2 — N1.

Let h = H1.

3. The inductive argument. The first major step in the proof of this paper's

main result, Theorem 1, proceeds by induction on the number of coordinate

neighborhoods in a special cover of M. This section's first proposition isolates the

inductive step.

Notation. Let a > 0 and let {|Yt[}, be a collection of coordinate neighborhoods in

til indexed by the integers. Denote

Y«(a) = [J IYI«, Y«(a) = U |*i|„.

Proposition 4. Suppose Mn and Q" are topological manifolds, M" is 2n—q

connected and q^n + 3. Let e>0 and 0< a< 1 be given.

Suppose that for some integer k^l,fk_1: M-» g is a map such that

(1) fic-iC is compact for every compact subset C of Q.

(2) There is a locally finite collection {|Yj|}iSfc of coordinate neighborhoods in til

and a coordinate neighborhood |<p| in g such //!ai/,c_1|YJc|<= \<p\\.

(3) There are numbers 8 and a with a < S < 1 and \ ¿ a < 1 a«i/ a homeomorphism

fixed outside a compact set jk_1: M^M such that fk_1\x$'k~1(o)—jk_1\x¥1\a is a

locally flat imbedding.

Then there is a map fk: M'—»■ Q, a homeomorphism jk: M ^ M fixed outside a

compact set and numbers ß and p such that

(1) a<ß<8,o<p< 1,

(2) jk=jk-i on IYjI,,

V) fu=f*-,on^k-\ß)-jk\V,\0,

(4) fk=fk-i offfkiihU,
(5) fk1C is compact for every compact subset C of Q,

(6) AIY^-ÀlY^ is a locally flat imbedding,
(7) d(fk^ufk)<e, where d is the metric on g induced from a fixed imbedding of

Q as a closed subset of Es for some s.

The proof of Proposition 4 is very similar to the proof of Proposition 1 in [10].

The idea of the proof is the same. Technical difficulties are encountered since

euclidean space E" is here replaced by an arbitrary manifold Qq. The dimension

requirement q è n + 3 is improved here because Miller's Theorem is now available.

The details of the proof can be found in [16].

The next proposition actually accomplishes the promised inductive argument,

wherein everything except one coordinate neighborhood is imbedded. The extension

of the imbedding to the last neighborhood is then deferred until §5.
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Proposition 5. Ifq^n + 3, Mn and Qq are topological manifolds such that M is

compact and 2n — q connected, andf: (M, til) •** (Q, Q) is a map such thatf\til is a

locally flat imbedding, then f~g rel til where g: M —> Q is a strictly proper map

and g\M— \x¥\p is a locally flat imbedding, where |Y| is a coordinate neighborhood

in til and 0 < p < 1.

Proof. By Lemmas 5 and 6, after a preliminary homotopy off,/may be assumed

to be strictly proper. Also it may be assumed that there is an open neighborhood U

of til or of some x0 e M if til= 0 such that f\U is locally flat. Let 0<a< 1 and

{|Tj| | i^r} be a locally finite family of coordinate neighborhoods in til such that

(1) {|Tt|a| i£r) covers til,

(2) ^(1)<=U,
(3) ^(a)^ V-til where til^ K<= K<= U or x0 e V<= V^ U,

(4) /l'Fjl^lç'ili for some coordinate neighborhood |<p¡| on Q.

By induction define maps/,: M-> Q for 0^i^r such that

{A) fi~fre\ til.

QS) fiWA^itorjûr.
(C) There are numbers S¡ and a¡ with a < 8, < 1, \ á o-j < 1 and a homeomorphism

j¡: M^-M, fixed outside a compact set, such that /¡|^r"(8,)— /i|xF1|<7¡ is a locally

flat imbedding.

Set/0=/, a<80< 1, or0 = ^,/0=1M. Now suppose fk-1 is defined for some k^l.

Pick s > 0 such that

(a) e<dist(/fc_i[,Fj|) Q— \4>i\i) for those finitely many indices i for which y¥t\

meets/¿-_11|<pfc|2.

(b) Once/fc is defined such that/fc agrees with/fc_! on til and d(fk-1,fk)<e,

then fk~fk-1re\ til.

By Proposition 4, there are fk, jk, 8k, ok such that ce<Ste<Sfc_1, aic_1<crk<l,

rf(A-i,/*)<«, Al^iSJ-Àl^iU-, »s a locally flat imbedding. Hence (A) and (C)

hold for k. Also fk=fk-1 on ^- 1(Sfc) —yfcl^"i|CTfc and/*=/;_! off/fc-ij.|»pfc|2. So by

choice (a),/fc|Y,|c: Iftlx for /^r.

Finally, g =/r is defined along with a <8r< 1,-J^ar< 1 and/ such that g ~/rel til.

Since Tr(8r)=>jtíT, g-|jtíT—yVi^iU, is a locally flat imbedding. But g=/ on

xFr_1(Sr)— 7r|^i|(7r> which is a deleted neighborhood of til. Hence, g=/near til and

g is locally flat on all of M—j^Y^^.

4. Connectivity considerations. This short section considers various connec-

tivity statements which are of use in this paper. The most important of these state-

ments is Lemma 9, which is crucial to the completion of the proof of this paper's

main result.

Lemma 7. Let Q" be a topological manifold without boundary, q^5. Let A be a

closed subset of Q. Let C be a closed n-cube where q^n + 3. Suppose f: C -> Q is an

imbedding which is locally flat on every simplex in some triangulation ofC. Then any
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map a: S1 —> g — (A u/C) which is null-homotopic in Q — A is null-homotopic in

Q-(A yjfc).

Proof. Since q> 2 dim 51 + 2, after a preliminary homotopy inside Q — (A u/C)»

a can be assumed to be a locally flat imbedding [2]. It then must be shown that a

extendstoamap/)2-^ Q — (A u/C). At any rate, a extends to a map ß: D2 -> Q — A.

By Proposition 2, ß~ß' rel S1 so that ß'D2(^\q>\1 for some coordinate neighbor-

hood |<p| in Q — A.

By Miller's Theorem, there is an e-homeomorphism h: E" -> E" fixed outside

the ^neighborhood of <p~1aS1 such that h<p~xa is P.L. Now /¡defines a homeomor-

phism h: g->- g. Then <p~1ha is P.L., and if e is small enough Im /./3,c;|<p|i and

Imha^Q-(AKJfC).

Triangulate C finely enough that hf is locally flat on every simplex and for no

simplex a does hfa meet both |ç>|2 and |qpjx. Then C=K u / where

K = {ct I hfa <=■ |<£|2},       / = {a | /i/ir n l^li = 0}.

By Miller's Theorem again there is an e-homeomorphism k: Eq -> F" fixed outside

the «-neighborhood of cp'1hfK such that k<p~1hf is a P.L. imbedding near A. £

defines k: Q-^-Q so that g3_1Är/i/|AT is P.L. If e is small enough Im khß'^^lx,

khfiln \<p\i=0, and k is fixed on haS1, which misses hfC. Thus, <p~1khß'\S1

= q>~1ha is a P.L. imbedding and <p~1khß'~8 rel S1 by an e-homotopy where

0: D2 -*■ E" is P.L. in general position with respect to q>~xkhfK. Then

dim (Im 8) n y-^khfK ^ 2 + n-q < 0,

Imônî)-1tt/S:= 0,   and   \m<p8r\khfK= 0.

If e is small enough, Im cp8<^\ip\1. Since khfil n |<p|i= 0, Im <p0 Ci khfC= 0 and so

Im h'^-k'1^ r\fC= 0. Since A and Ä: are fixed outside |<p| and |tp| n A= 0, it

follows that Im 8h~xk-\ r\ (Av fC)= 0. Thus, h~rk-\8: D2^Q- (A\JfC)

and h-1k-1cp8\S1 = h-1k-1<pcp-1khß'\S1 = a.

The proof of the important Lemma 9 uses homology and cohomology functors

which are defined in sheaf theory. For the relevant definitions and notation see

[15], especially Chapter XL

Lemma 8. Let f: X-> Y be a homeomorphism. Let G be a sheaf over Y and O a

family of supports in Y. Let f~i<b = {f~1A \ A e 0} and letf*G be the sheaf over X

induced by f Then f induces an isomorphism of augmented S-functors

H$(Y,G)^Hf-1^(X,f*G).

Proof, /and/-1 induce unique maps of augmented 8-functors

H%{Y, G) ±> H?-ilSl(X,f*G).

Since G = (f~1)*f*G and both compositions are the unique maps induced by the

identity, the isomorphism follows.
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Lemma 9. Let q^n + 3, Mn a 2n — q connected topological manifold and Q" a

simply connected topological manifold. Suppose f: M -> Q is a strictly proper map

such that for some coordinate neighborhood |*F| on til, f\M— \x¥\1 is a locally flat

imbedding. Then ir^Q, Q-f(M-\^\2)) = Ofor i Un.

Proof. Since / is strictly proper, the pairs (Q, g— f(M— \^\2)) and

(<2, ß — f(tif— |t|2)) are homotopy equivalent. It may then be assumed that

7tf = ß = 0.

Let SQ denote the sheaf of singular chains on Q and TQ = Hq(SQ). Similarly,

TM = Hn(SM). Since Q is simply connected, it is orientable and TQ is the constant

sheaf with stalk Z. Let Zx denote the constant sheaf over any space X with stalk Z.

Let A=*M-\t\3. Then (f\A)*(TQ\fA)=ZA. Let <I>M and <DQ denote the para-

compactifying families of compact subsets of M and Q respectively. Then

<3>fA={B£ $q I B<=fA} = set of compact sets in fA,

<bA = {Be <1)M | B<^A} = set of compact sets in A, and/"1<J>M=0/1.

Then by the duality theorems in [15], Lemma 8, and obvious isomorphisms

HIQ, Q-fA) s H?«(Q, Q-fA;Z9) s Wj£fA; (TQ ® ZQ)\fA)

~ Hqz\^A{A;{f\A)*{TQ\fA)) s Hl~A\A;ZA).

Suppose 2n—qS0. Then for is»», q — i^q — n^n, and

Hl-\A;ZA)^Hq-\Â;Z) = fJ.

Suppose 2«—q^ 1. Then M and A are orientable and ZA^TM\A^(TM ® ZM)\A.

Then by more duality arguments :

m:'(A;ZA) s Hl-A\A;{TM ®ZM)\A) £ H^.^M, M-A;ZM)

S HÍ-tt-o(M, |t|2) ~ 77n_(9_0(M) = 0

for n — (q — i)^2n—q, i.e., for i^n.

So in either case Ht(Q, Q—fA) = 0 for i tin. The lemma then follows from the

relative Hurewicz Theorem provided it is shown that Q—fA is simply connected.

It is certainly arcwise connected by dimension theory. Now there is a locally finite

cover of A by coordinate neighborhoods [¥i\, |T2|,... in M— \XV\1 such that

A^\Y1\1u\Y2\1u---. Then {/|1rl|i | »è 1} is locally finite in Q. Let Mk

= Uiikf\yFi\i- Then Mk is closed in Q.

Let a: S1 -> Q—fA be given. Since Q is simply connected, a is null-homotopic

in Q via a homotopy 77. Now Im T/intersects/ITjlj for only finitely many values of

i. Hence, Im 77<= Q — Mk for some k and a is null-homotopic in Q — Mk. Lemma 7

can now be applied finitely many times to show that a is null-homotopic in

Q-M^Q-fA.

5. The imbedding theorem. The proof of the main result of this paper can now

be accomplished. The opening part of this section consists of a moderately in-

volved argument which reduces the proof to a special case. The special case is then
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proved by means of an intricate argument combining most of the topological and

P.L. techniques considered in the previous sections. Finally, some corollaries are

included.

Theorem 1. Ifq^n + 3, Mn is a compact, 2n—q connected topological manifold,

Qq is a 2n—q+ 1 connected topological manifold andf: (M, M") —> (ß, g) is a map

such that f\til is a locally flat imbedding, then f~g rel til where g: M-> Q is a

proper locally flat imbedding.

Proof. By Proposition 5, after a preliminary homotopy, it can be assumed that

/is strictly proper and/|M— ¡Y^. is a locally flat imbedding for some coordinate

neighborhood |Y| in M" and some l>p'>0. Pick p'<p<\. By Proposition 2,

/~/i rel M" where/i =/off |Y|fl and/IY^c],^ for some coordinate neighborhood

|<p| on g\ By choosing p slightly larger it may be assumed that/t is a locally flat

imbedding near M— |Y|P.

Pick p<a< 1 such that/ilY^c: |<p|. Let C(a) he triangulated so that C(p), C(p),

and L = C{o) — C{p) are triangulated as subcomplexes. Now

•p-yiYlF^^F"

is an imbedding which is locally flat on every simplex. By Miller's Theorem, there

is an £-homeomorphism h: E" -> E" fixed outside the «-neighborhood of y'^WL

such that Ä(p_1/Y|F is a P.L. imbedding. Now if e is small enough, h defines an

E-homeomorphism h: Q-^-Q. Then f2 = hf1 has the same properties as / and

/i ~fz rel til if e is small enough.

Pick <7>t1 >t2>t>p and suppose C(a) is further subdivided so that ¿(t.),

C{t2), and C(t) are triangulated as subcomplexes. Now k = <p~1f2xíl'\L = (p~1hf1x¥\L

= Ä<p"1/1Y|F is a P.L. imbedding. Triangulate F and E" such that k is simplicial

and if A = N(C(t),L") is the simplicial neighborhood in the second derived sub-

division L" of L, then A n (C(a)-C(r1))=0. Let D = N(kC(r),(E'>)") be the

corresponding simplicial neighborhood in the second derived subdivision of E".

Then k imbeds A properly into D and k~xD = A. Now (C(cr) —¿"(tj)) u A and

[C(<t)-C(t1)] u [C(r2)-C(p)] are regular neighborhoods of C(o-) u C(t) in

C(ct). By the uniqueness of regular neighborhoods there is a P.L. homeomorphism

/ of C{a) fixed on C{o) u C(t) such that

/([C(a)-C(n)] VA) - [Cí^-Cír,)] u [C(t2)-C(p)].

Then

k, = ¿(F1) : L, C(r)-C(p), C(t2) u C(p) -> E\ D, D

is a P.L. imbedding and k1 =k on C(ct). Extend Ä:x to C(a) by means of any exten-

sion of A^ICCp) to C(p). Define f2: M^Qhy

f2=f1 onM-|Y|„

= .p^Y-1     on |Y|,.
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Note that if x£|Y|ff, <pA:1Y~1x = <pAY_1x=/1x. Hence f2 is well defined. Since

their images disagree only in the coordinate neighborhood |<p|,/2~/ rel til. Note

that <p_1/2Y|F is a P.L. imbedding.

The remainder of the proof is divided into two cases.

Case 1. ß is not simply connected.

Then 2n— q+\<\ and 2n<q. Now M1=f2~1\<p\ is an open «-submanifold of

M, and M* = 9>-1/2(M1-|Y|I) is closed in E" since <pM*=f2{M- |Y|t) n |ç>|.

Then R1 = E" — (M* u D) is a P.L. ^-manifold with boundary D — M*. By col-

lapsing 7J onto A:1<Í(t) = 9)_1/2|Y|„ Rx and Eq—M* are seen to be homotopy

equivalent. Hence, ■ni{Eq-M*, R1) = 0 for all i By Lemma 9, ir,(£«, Fa-M*) = 0

for i^n. So from the exact homotopy sequence of the triple (E9, Eq — M*, R{) it

follows that tt^E", Fj) = 0 for i^n.

Now &i|C(p): (C(p), C(p)) -» (Fa, Äj. So ^ | C(/>) ~ fc2 rel C(p) where

fca:C0>)-**,..

Now k2\C(p) = k1\C(p) is a P.L. imbedding into R1. Since 2n<q, the pairs (C(p),

C(p)) and (7?j, ./?*) are certainly 2n —¿¡r and 2n—q+l connected, respectively. By

Irwin's Imbedding Theorem, k21 C(p) ~ &3 rel C(p) where k3 : C(p) -*■ R1 is a proper

P.L. imbedding. Extend &3 to C(<r) by setting k3 = k2 off C(p). Then k3: C{a) -> E"

is a P.L. imbedding and is locally flat by Lemma 3. Define g: M-> ß by

* = «p^Y-1       on |Y|ff,

-/• off|t|ff.

g is well defined for if x e lYl,,, <pA:3Y_1x = <pA:1Y"'1x=/2x. g is locally flat since it

is locally flat on |Y|ffandoff|Y|,. Thus g is a locally flat imbedding, andg~/2rel til

since their images disagree only inside |<p|.

Case 2. Q is simply connected.

Let R=Q-{M'\J cpD) where M'=/2(M-|Y|,).

Claim. 7r,(Ö,/0 = 0 for ¡un.

As in Case 1, the collapse of D onto £iC(t) implies that ir,(g — M', /?) = 0 for

all /. By Lemma 9, 7r,(g, g-M') = T¡(g, ß-M') = 0 for i^n. The claim follows

from the exact homotopy sequence of the triple (g, g —M', .R).

Since n + 3^q, it follows that 2n—q+2^n— 1. Since g is 2k— «7+1 connected,

it follows from the homotopy sequence of (g, R) that i? is In — q+ 1 connected.

Since f2 | |Y|,:(|YU |Y|„) ->(g, Ä),/a | |Y|,~/3:JY|fl -> R rel |Y^. /3 ex-

tends to M by setting/3=/2 off |Y|0. Then/3~/2 rel til and

/31 in,, an» (yí¿^(aAi
Now A = (p(D — k^Cir^)) is a P.L. manifold via the P.L. structure of D — k^Tj).

Now |Y|ff has a P.L. structure via Y, and R has neighborhoods in g and R which

have P.L. structures via <p. With respect to these P.L. structures,/! |Y|ff— |Y|fl

is a P.L. imbedding.
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Suppose for the moment that/3 | \Y\P ~g rel \x¥\p where g: \Y\P -> R is a proper

locally flat imbedding which is P.L. near \*¥\p in CF|p. Then extend g to M by

setting g=f3 off 1^1,,. Then clearly g is a proper imbedding and g~/3~/rel til.

g is clearly locally flat on M— I^P*^ and on l^l,,. Since g is a P.L. imbedding near

\Y\P, it is locally flat there by Lemma 3. So g is locally flat everywhere.

So the proof of Theorem 1 has been reduced to the proof of the following special

case.

Proposition 6. Suppose that q^n + 3, Dn is a P.L. n-disk, R" is a 2n—q+\

connected topological manifold, and R is a P.L. manifold. Then iff: (73, D) -> (R, R)

is a map such that f\D is a P.L. imbedding, f ~g rel D where g: D ->■ R is a proper

locally flat imbedding and g is P.L. near D with respect to some P.L. structure near

È. which is compatible with the given P.L. structure on R.

Proof. Pick 0</<l and let D0={x e D | |x|S?}and W={x e D \ \x\>t).

By Lemma 5, after a preliminary homotopy, / may be assumed to be strictly

proper with respect to collar neighborhoods W and U in D and R respectively,

and/| IF is a locally flat imbedding. W can be taken to be a P.L. subspace of D.

The map/will be changed several additional times during this proof. In each

case the change will be effected by a proper homotopy, but mention of this fact

will usually be omitted. For example, by Proposition 2 it may be assumed that/

is changed so that/Z)0<= |(p| for some coordinate neighborhood |<p| in R.

Let |<p| have the P.L. structure induced from E" by <p. Let N be a compact

neighborhood offD0 in |<p|. Let Xbe a finite polyhedron such that/_1JV<= X^f'1^].

Let Pi be a regular neighborhood of P0 = ATi W in W nf'1^]. Then/|Pi is

locally flat. By Miller's Theorem, there is a small enough homeomorphism h of

\<p\ which is fixed outside a neighborhood of/Pj, and is such that hf\Px is a P.L.

imbedding into |<p|. h extends by the identity to a homeomorphism of R. Rename

hf to be/.

Let 0<e<dist (/D0, M -N). Let P=P0 u 7J»0. By the Second General Position

Theorem, f\P~r¡ rel P0 via an £-homotopy, where r? is a P.L. map in general

position. That is 5,3(t?) = 0 and dim S2(r¡)¿2n—q. Define/': D ^- R by

/'=7,   onr\

= /  on W.

f is well defined since P n W<^P0 and f=r¡ on P0. Then/' is P.L. on P2=P u Px.

Claim 1. S2(f') = S2(f'\P).

Let x, y e D, x^y,f'x=f'y and suppose x<£P. Then xeW and since f'\W

is an imbedding, y $ W. Then y e 7J>0. Now/'j=/'x=/x. So d(fx,fy) = d(f'y,fy)

= d{-qy,fy)<e. By choice of e, fxe N and xe Xr\ W=P0<^P. This is a contra-

diction.

If/' is renamed/ then S2(f) is a P.L. subspace of D of dimension ^2n—q. By

Theorem 7.7 in [6], S2(/)<= C where C is a collapsible P.L. subspace in D of dimen-

sion S2n—q+\.
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Claim 2. It may be assumed/C<= |«p|. (This is not a priori true.)

Pick 0<¿<¿' such that/P2<=|<p|s. Let C0=f~1(fC-\<p\s). Now the collar neigh-

borhood U inherits a P.L. structure from R x [0, 1]. The map/| W is locally flat.

By Proposition 3, there is a homeomorphism w: [/-> U such that uf\ W is P.L.

There are triangulations such that k/|/~1(/C—M«) is a simplicial map into U.

By considering stars in U of vertices in u(fC— \<p\s), it is seen that u(fC— \¡p\s) and

fC—\<p\s are locally tame of dimension ^2n — q+l.

Now R— |<p|, and |<p|s>— |«p|s are 2n-q+l connected and/C— |<p|s- is compact.

By Newman's Engulfing Theorem, there is a homeomorphism k of R— \<p\s onto

itself such that k is fixed outside a compact set and £:(|ç>|s.— |<p|s)-'/C— |<p|s. Extend

k by the identity to a homeomorphism of R. Then k<p defines a new coordinate

neighborhood which can be renamed \<p\. Then/Cc |<p|s<. Since k is fixed on |<p|s,

/|P2 is P.L. as a map into the new \<p\.

By Lemma 3, fis locally flat on P2-S2(f). Also f\ W is locally flat. So if M0

=f~1\<p\, then/is locally flat on M0 — S2(f).

Claim 3. It may be assumed that/is P.L. near C.

f\M is P.L. near P. By Proposition 3 there is a homeomorphism h of |<p| fixed

outside a compact set such that hf\M0 is P.L. near C. h extends to a homeomor-

phism of R. Let hf be renamed/

By Theorem 7.7 in [6], /C<= A where Ais a collapsible P.L. subspace of \<p\ of

dimension -¿2n— q+2.

Claim 4. It may be assumed that there is a compact P.L. neighborhood T of

f-lK on which /is P.L.

Let F be a compact neighborhood of An/Din |<p|. Let 0<a<dist (K,fD — F).

By Proposition 3 there is an a-homeomorphism h of |<p| fixed outside a compact set

such that hf\M0 is P.L. near/_1F. Extend h to a homeomorphism of R. Let T be

a compact P.L. neighborhood of f~1F on which hf is P.L. Let x e {hf)~1K. Then

hfxeK,d(hfx,fx)<cc,fxeF, and xef~1F^T. So (hf)-1K<^f. If/¡/is renamed

/ then Claim 4 is established.

Let 0<ß<dist (K,fD-ff). By the First General Position Theorem, there is a

P.L. j8-homeomorphism h of |<p| fixed on/C such that h(K—fC) is in general posi-

tion with respect to fT. Then dim h(K-fC) hft¿2n-q+2+n-q£2n-q-l.

Claim 5. h(K-fC) nfD^ff.
Suppose y e K—fC, x e D and hy=fx. Then d(y,fx) = d(y, hy)<ß. Thus /ry e

/P, which establishes Claim 5.

Let Kx=hK, C1 = C. Then it follows from Claim 5 and h\fC=\ that

(TsTi-fC) n/D<=/f and dim (AT».-/d) nfD^2n~q-l. Then f~1K1 = C1^J X1

where dim X1^2«-q--l. Since/A^c/T and S2(f)<=T, it follows that A^cf. So

/is P.L. near C». u JTX,

Now suppose by induction there are collapsible P.L. subspaces Q^D and

Ki<=\<p\ and also a P.L. subspace X^D such that S2{f)'^Cl,f-1Ki=Ci U X¡,/is

P.L. near Cf u I, as a map into |<p¡, and dim X^2n—q — i^n — 3.
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By Theorem 7.7 in [6] there is a collapsible P.L. subspace Cl + 1<=D with

C¡ U Xt<=Cl + i and dim (Ci + 1 — CO = dim ^+1. As in Claims 2 and 3, it may be

assumed that /Ci + 1<= |<p| and/is P.L. near Ci + 1. Again by Theorem 7.7 in [6],

there is a collapsible P.L. subspace K of |<p| such that KtKJ fCi + 1<^K and

dim (K— K¡)Sdim Xi + 2^2n—q — i + 2. As in Claim 4, it may be assumed that

there is a compact P.L. neighborhood F of f_1K on which/is P.L.

Let 0<ß<dist(K,fD—fT). By the First General Position Theorem there is a

P.L. jS-homeomorphism /i of |<p| fixed on/Ci + 1 such that

dim h(K-fCi + 1) nfT ^ 2n-q-i+2 + n-q ^ 2n-q-{i+\).

Let Ki + 1=hK. Then as beforef~1Ki + 1 = Ci + 1 u Xi + 1 where dim Xi + 1^2n— q —

(i'+l) and / is P.L. near I,tl u CjH. So for some integer k, Xk=0 and

f~1Kk=Ck.

Let F be a regular neighborhood of Ck in D on which/is P.L. as a map into |<p|.

Let V and |<p| be given second derived subdivisions of some triangulations in

which/| Fis simplicial. ~LetB1 = N(Ck, V) and B2 = N(Kk, |<p|) be the corresponding

simplicial neighborhoods. Since Ck and Kk are collapsible, By and B2 are P.L. balls

of dimension n and q respectively in D and B1=f~1B2 and >S'2C/~)c:.ß1.

Since /|È1 is a P.L. imbedding into B2, it extends to a proper P.L. imbedding

g: 2?! -*■ B2. Finally, g extends to D by setting g =f off Bx. Then g is an imbedding

since it has no double points, g is locally flat near B1 by Lemma 3. Hence, g is a

locally flat imbedding and g~/rel D.

The next result follows directly from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If q^n + 3, Mn is a closed 2n — q connected topological manifold,

Q" is a 2n—q+\ connected topological manifold, and f: M-> g is any map, then

f~g where g: M^ g is a locally flat imbedding.

Corollary. If Q" is a k-connected topological manifold, every element ofnr(Q)

is representable by a locally flatly imbedded sphere provided

r ^ min(t7-3, (A:+c7-l)/2).

Proof. Theorem 2 and the inequalities q^r + 3 and 2r—q+1 ^k.

Theorem 3. Ifq^n + 3, Mn is a closed2n — q+\ connected topological manifold,

Qq is a 2n—«7 + 2 connected topological manifold, and f, g: M -> Q are homotopic

locally flat imbeddings of M in Q, then f and g are locally flatly concordant. That is,

there is a locally flat imbedding H: Mxl^ Qxl such that H(x, 0) = (/x, 0) and

H(x, l) = (gx, 1).

Proof. Let F: Mxl^ Qxl he given by the known homotopy from/to g. Now

<7+1^(k+1) + 3, Mxlis 2(n+l)-(t7+l) connected and Qxlis 2(h+1)-(c7+1)

+ 1 connected. By Theorem 1, F~Hxe\ Mxî where H is a proper locally flat

imbedding.
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